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Abstract
Reuse is a powerful method for improving system
performance. In this paper, we examine functional de-
composition for improving data reuse, and therefore
overall query execution performance, in the context
of data analysis applications. Additionally, we look
at the performance effects of using various projection
primitives that make it possible to transform interme-
diate results generated during the execution of a pre-
vious query so that they can be reused by a new query.
A satellite data analysis application is used to exper-
imentally show the performance benefits achieved us-
ing the techniques presented in the paper.
1 Introduction
Exploiting reuse is a powerful mechanism for im-
proving the performance of computational systems
in general [10]. For relational database systems, it
has been shown that identifying common subexpres-
sions [16, 19, 36] and applying view materialization
strategies [18, 22, 29, 40] can yield sizable decreases
in query execution time when processing multiple
query batches. When applications that do not conform
to the relational database model are targeted, espe-This research was supported by the National Science Founda-
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cially in applications where the developer can extend
the database by adding application-specific process-
ing capabilities and operators, the multiple query opti-
mization techniques developed for relational databases
cannot be applied directly. In this work, we refer to an
instance of a data analysis operation as aquery that
processes input data via user-defined operations, gen-
erates intermediate results, and, produces an output
dataset. Our goal is to propose a mechanism for ex-
posing reuse sites, and also to illustrate methods for
employing these reuse opportunities to minimize the
cost of processing a set of data analysis queries.
In this paper we investigate inter-query and intra-
query performance improvements by breaking the
query processing into a chain ofprimitive operations.
Two observations are central to our approach. The
first one is that in many data analysis applications, a
portion (or several portions) of the dataset domain is
usually regarded as ahot spot, meaning a region (or
regions) where most of the interesting phenomena are
located. The second observation is that more sophis-
ticated data analysis operations can frequently be de-
fined in terms of simpler primitive operations via what
we call functional decomposition. Additionally, sub-
sets of these primitive operations can be shared by
many higher level operations, and, by extension, dif-
ferent query types. We define functional primitives
as the user-defined smallest data processing operations
in a particular query execution schema that produce a
temporary aggregate as a result.
A software engineer implementing the code for a
higher level operation can implement it as a single
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monolithic block, or implement the required primitive
operations separately, and compose them to build a
more complex operation. From the standpoint of ex-
ecuting a single query, it is usually better to have the
data processing executed as a single unit, since execu-
tion of smaller operations will require the use of tem-
porary accumulators and extra overhead costs, such as
increased memory usage and buffer copies. On the
other hand, temporary results can potentially be used
by other queries of the same type, and perhaps also
by queries of other types, either directly or through
ad hocdata transformations [6]. We argue that us-
ing primitive operations will often lead to improved
system performance, since it exposes many potential
optimization sites to the query planner. In the follow-
ing sections, we elaborate on an approach for func-
tionally decomposing data analysis queries to improve
data and computation reuse, as well as increasing ex-
ploitation of intra-query parallelism. Our approach re-
lies on a framework for the bottom-up construction of
query processing chains based on primitive operations.
We perform a quantitative case study on a satellite data
processing application to evaluate the performance im-
provements that can be obtained through the functional
decomposition of queries for a real data analysis appli-
cation.
2 Related Work
The bulk of work on multiple query optimization
has been done for relational databases [16, 18, 19, 22,
26, 29, 36, 40]. Systems that support data analysis ap-
plications subjected to multiple query workloads have
not been extensively studied. In this work, we ap-
proach the problem of identifying common subexpres-
sions (or temporaries in our terminology) from an al-
gorithmic perspective, in a similar way to that of Kang
et al. [26]. Kang et al. restrict their domain to rela-
tional operators. In contrast to their work, we cannot
decompose queries into high-level, well-defined, and
pre-existent primitives that can then be converted into
low-level programs (the algorithms). This is because
the data analysis applications targeted in this work do
not in general lend themselves to being described as a
finite set of common primitives. The processing struc-
ture of these applications must be defined via extensi-
ble application-specific operations. Therefore, we take
a bottom-up approach in which the high-level opera-
tors responsible for the query processing chain are de-
scribed in terms of low-level primitives implemented
by the application developer. The query processing
system uses this information to infer points of reuse.
In earlier work [5, 6, 7, 8, 9], we investigated frame-
works, query scheduling, and cache replacement is-
sues for data analysis applications. This paper differs
from our previous work in that we look at the effect on
data reuse of functional decomposition.
There are a number of research projects that fo-
cus on component-based models for developing ap-
plications in a distributed environment [1, 3, 13, 15,
24, 31, 32, 33, 38]. In these models, the application
processing structure is decomposed into a set of in-
teracting computation components. The earlier work
on component-based frameworks has focused on im-
proving the performance of a single or a set of inde-
pendent queries by effectively decomposing the appli-
cation structure and efficiently scheduling application
components. Our work differs from this previous work
in that we examine the application of functional de-
composition for increasing data reuse opportunities.
3 Case Study Application: Kronos
Remote sensing has become a very powerful tool
for geographical, meteorological, and environmental
studies. Advanced sensors attached to satellites orbit-
ing the earth collect information, from which a dy-
namic view of the surface of the planet can be ex-
tracted [39, 41]. The raw data gathered by satellite sen-
sors can be post-processed to carry out studies rang-
ing from monitoring land cover dynamics to estimat-
ing biomass and crop yield. Kronos [41] is a software
system that provides on-demand access to raw data and
user-specified data product generation [17, 37]. It has
been built on the premise that typical queries dealing
with remotely sensed data have a common processing
model.
Kronos targets datasets composed of remotely
sensed AVHRR GAC level 1B (Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer Global Area Coverage) orbit
data [30]. The raw data is continuously collected by
multiple satellites, and the volume of data for a single
day is about 1GB. An AVHRR GAC dataset consists
of a set of Instantaneous Field of View (IFOV) records
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organized according to the scan lines of each satellite
orbit. Each IFOV record contains the reflectance val-
ues for 5 spectral range channels. Each sensor reading
is associated with a position (longitude and latitude)
and the time the reading was recorded. Additionally,
quality indicators are stored with the raw data.
Several types of queries can be posed to the Kronos
system. Queries can be as simple as visualizing the
remotely sensed data for a given region using a given
cartographic projection [25], or as complex as statisti-
cally comparing acompositedata product across two
different time stamps [35]. A typical query specifies
a three-dimensional bounding box that covers a re-
gion of the surface of the earth over a period of time.
A composite image of the selected area is generated
from input IFOV records whose coordinates fall into
the bounding box. Generating a composite image re-
quires projecting the area onto a two-dimensional grid
that represents the final two-dimensional image, and
selecting the “best” sensor value that maps to each
grid point. A scientist can choose the projection and
composition functions that are most suitable for the
study. A correction algorithm for the IFOV records
may also be part of the query processing, since many
different techniques can be employed to eliminate in-
consistencies in the raw data due to instrument drift,
atmospheric distortion, and topographic effects [20].
4 Generic Data Processing Model
Kronos is an example of a data analysis application.
Although it is designed and implemented for a specific
type of remotely sensed data, it employs a processing
structure that is common in many data analysis appli-
cations. This processing structure can be described ab-
stractly, as shown in Figure 1.
In the figure,Datasetsare the data and associated
meta-data information available to the system for pro-
cessing a query. The datasets can be classified asinput,
output, or temporary. Input datasets correspond to the
data to be processed.Output datasets are the result
of applying an operation to the input dataset.Tem-
porary datasets (temporaries) are created during pro-
cessing to maintain intermediate results. Often a user-
defined data structure, referred to asaccumulator, is
used to describe a temporary dataset. Temporary and
output datasets are tagged with the operation employed
(* Datasets *)I  InputO  OutputA Accumulator (Temporary Aggregate)Mi  Query meta-data information
1. [SI ℄ Selet(I;Mi)
(* Initialization *)
2. foreachae in A do
3. ae  Initialize()
(* Processing *)
4. foreach ie in SI do
5. read ie
6. SA  Map(ie)
7. A Operation(A;SA)
(* Finalization *)
8. foreachae in A do
9. oe  Output(ae)
Figure 1. The query processing loop.
to produce them and also with the query meta-data in-
formation. Temporaries are also referred to asaggre-
gates, and we will mostly use the term aggregate in
this paper.
The functionSelet identifies the set of data items
in a dataset that intersect the query predicateMi for
a queryqi. The data items retrieved from the stor-
age system are mapped to the corresponding tempo-
rary dataset (accumulator) items (step 6), and an ap-
plication specific operation (e.g., sum over selected tu-
ples in a relational database, or an image processing
operation) is applied on the input data items (step 7).
To complete the processing, the intermediate results
in the accumulator are post-processed to generate fi-
nal output values.Operationdescribes a data trans-
formation that, given the input dataI, produces a data
product fromI. An instance of an operation uses the
meta-data information to generate output data from the
relevant parts (domain) ofI.
A query typeis the definition of a processing chain
in which a collection of input datasetsI1 : : : In (col-
lectively calledI), the necessary meta-data informa-
tion M that describes the data of interest, a tempo-
rary datasetA, and an output datasetO are specified.
The meta-data information schemaM defines the do-
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main (e.g., relational predicate, or bounding box for
multi-dimensional range queries) and theOperation
andMap to be performed on the input dataI to gener-
ate the outputO.
5 Aggregation Operations, Data Reuse, and
Functional Decomposition
For data analysis applications, the user-definedOp-
eration in Figure 1 often is an aggregation operation.
An aggregation operation takes a collection of input
tuplest1; t2; : : : ; tn fitting some selection criteria and
computes a tuple in the output dataset. For applica-
tions like Kronos that deal with spatio-temporal range
queries, the selection criteria is usuallytemporal– all
tuples that fall in a given time period are aggregated –
and/orspatial/geographically-oriented– all tuples that
fall in a given spatial region (often described via an n-
dimensional rectangle) are aggregated.
When multiple queries are submitted to the system,
the intermediate and final results (i.e. temporary and
output datasets) from an aggregation operation car-
ried out for a query can be cached for reuse by other
queries. The desirability of data reuse requires defin-
ing the concepts ofusefulnessand granularity of an
aggregate. The usefulness of an aggregate measures
how many queries can reuse the cached result. The
more queries can benefit from an aggregate, the more
useful an aggregate is. In addition, a fine-grain ag-
gregate likely has much higher reuse potential than a
coarse-grain one. For instance, for weather data, max-
imum yearly precipitation can be computed from col-
lections of the maximum precipitation for 12 months,
or 52 weeks, or 365 days. Daily aggregates can be
reused for computing weekly and monthly aggregates,
whereas a monthly aggregate can only be used for a
yearly aggregate. On the other hand, despite its higher
potential for reuse, a finer-grain aggregate ordinarily
requires more space for storage. For example, a vege-
tation index for a 100Km2 area can be obtained either
from ten 10Km2 cells or one hundred 1Km2 cells.
The amount ofeffort put into generating an aggregate
varies with the complexity of the operation and also
with the number of tuples that are aggregated. Essen-
tially what we are measuring is the amount of com-
putational time and I/O bandwidth used to compute
the aggregate. Theutility metric of an aggregate is
the normalized effort (time to compute) with respect
to the amount of space required to cache the aggregate
(size). This metric is associated with the granularity of
the aggregate in the sense that coarser-grain aggrega-
tions will have higher utility compared to finer-grain
aggregations that occupy the same amount of storage
space. A more complete description of these caching
issues can be found in [5].
To optimize the execution of multiple queries, a sys-
tem with limited resources should cache the aggregates
with the highest utility. Moreover, the system should
implement mechanisms to maximize the usefulness of
aggregates both while they are being computed and af-
ter they have been cached. In this section, we present
two mechanisms for this purpose.Projection primi-
tives target intermediate and final results that are al-
ready in the cache, while the goal offunctional de-
compositionis to divide the execution of a complex
aggregation operation into sub-operations so that in-
termediate results generated by sub-operations can be
cached to achieve greater data reuse.
5.1 Projection Primitives for Aggregation Opera-
tions
Conventional data caching approaches require a
complete and perfect match (i.e. cache hit or miss)
between the output to be computed and a previously
computed aggregate. We introduce the notion of pro-
jection primitives that make it possible totransforman
aggregate generated for a query so that it can be used
to completely or partially satisfy a new query. We call
the use of such projection operationsactive caching.
With this mechanism, the system has a better chance
to exploit reuse than with conventional caching.
Based on our experience with Kronos and other ap-
plications [2, 11, 14, 27], we have identified four kinds
of projection primitives based on the type of reuse
they can leverage: dimensional overlap, composable
reduction operations, invertible functions, and induc-
tive functions.
Dimensional (Spatio-temporal) Overlap Primi-
tives: In applications dealing with range queries, com-
monly one of the clauses in the query meta-data infor-
mation gives the spatial and/or temporal coordinates of
the region over which the query will perform a com-




Figure 2. Spatio-temporal projection. The
projection primitive retrieves the black rect-
angle from T1 in order to partially computeT2.
primitive essentially performs a geometric translation
and/or rotation on the cached overlapped data, in addi-
tion to clipping the n-dimensional region to conform
to the predicate for the new query. Figure 2 illus-
trates this situation for 2-dimensional data. The new
query is completely answered if the cached aggregate
completely subsumes the one being computed. Oth-
erwise, the query is partially answered, in which case
the query regions that cannot be computed from the
cached aggregate must be calculated from the input
data or from other cached aggregates.
Composable Reduction Operations Primitives:
Aggregation operations that implementgeneralized re-
ductions [23] are commutative and associative. A
commutative and associative aggregation operation
produces the same output value regardless of the or-
der the input tuples are processed. That is, the set of
input data elements can be divided into subsets, tem-
porary datasets can be computed for each subset, and a
new intermediate result or the output can be generated
by combining the temporary datasets. Essentially, a
composable reduction operation primitive takes one or
more temporaries with a finer-level aggregation1 a d
transforms them into a coarser-level aggregation, co-
1The aggregation level is associated with the amount of raw
data that needs to be aggregated. In image visualization, itcan
be the amount of zooming applied to an image. In satellite data
processing, it can be the amount of daily data to be used for calcu-
lating a given composite.
t1 t2 t3 t4 t5
t6 t7 t8 t9 t10
t16 t17 t18 t19 t20
t21 t22 t23 t24 t25







Figure 3. Composable reduction operation.
The temporary produced at aggregation level
2 can be computed from temporaries at ag-
gregation level 1, instead of aggregating the
raw data tuples.
alescing multiple data points into a single new data
point (see Figure 3). However, in order for this prim-
itive to generate correct result, acongruence relation-
ship should exist between the cached aggregates and
the one to be computed.
We define a congruence relationship as follows.
Suppose for a set of tuplest1; t2; : : : ; tn, a collection
of aggregatesTl;1; Tl;2; : : : ; Tl;m is generated using a
reduction operationf such thatTl;j = f(to; : : : ; tp)
andSl;j = fto; : : : ; tpg. In this case,Tx;i can be de-
fined by a projection primitiveg over the set ofTl;j
andx is congruent tol, iffSx;i = [Sl;j and \Sl;j = ;
Here,x is an aggregation level that is coarser thanl.
For example,T3;1 = sum(t1; t2; t3; t4; t5; t6) is equiv-
alent tosum(T2;1; T2;2), if T2;1 = sum(t1; t2; t3; t4)
and T2;2 = sum(t5; t6). On the other hand, ifT2;1 = sum(t1; t2) andT2;2 = sum(t3; t4), the orig-
inal equivalence does not hold, becauset5 andt6 map
to neitherT2;1 norT2;2, meaning that that they are not
congruent. In this case, a congruence relationship can
be established by computingT2;3 = sum(t5; t6) using
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the input data. Similarly, ifT2;1 = sum(t1; t2; t3; t4)
andT2;2 = sum(t3; t5; t6), T3;1 cannot be computed
fromT2;1 andT2;2 since the tuplet3 is in bothT2;1 andT2;2. As an example from satellite data processing,
the maximum temperature per week cannot be com-
puted from two-day aggregations, since a day from the
second week would be included in the fourth two-day
aggregate.
Inductive Aggregation Primitives: Some aggre-
gations can be described inductively, i.e.,f(n+ 1) =f(n) op g, whereg is a generic function, andop is an
operation. In some cases, the function can be written
asf(n) = f(n + 1) op 1 g which means thatf(n)
can also be computed fromf(n + 1) by employing
the inverse operation ofop. Here,n designates the in-
ductive step or how much precision one desires for a
computation.
An inductive aggregation primitivecoarsensor re-
finesan aggregate. In the coarsening process, an al-
ready computed later-inductive-step aggregate may be
used to compute a prior-inductive-step by removing
the contributions of the intermediate inductive steps.
An example of inductive operations is performing 3-
dimensional volume construction from a set of 2-
dimensional images [5, 14]. In order to produce a 3-
dimensional volume, an octree data structure is con-
structed from the 2-dimensional images. An octree
of depth n + 1 can be used to build an octree of
depthn without retrieving and processing the input
images. Similarly, a lower resolution image in a digi-
tized microscopy application can be produced from a
higher resolution image by subsampling [6]. A projec-
tion primitive in these cases benefits from the fact that
buildingf(n) fromf(n+1) andg is cheaper than gen-
erating it from the input dataset. The refining process
may require access to the input dataset, but the new
aggregate can be computed faster if a previously com-
puted aggregate from a prior inductive step is used, as
seen in Figure 4.
Invertible Aggregation Primitives: Some aggre-
gations are computed by applying functions to a single
input tuple or to a collection of input tuples. Some
of these functions may be algebraically invertible. For
example, in satellite data processing, atmospheric cor-
rection [20] is often employed to account for atmo-
spheric effects on remotely sensed data, and is per-
formed by applying a function, for example, of the
form f(x) = 1 + 23(1 4x) . In that case, the value
of x can be recovered by computingf 1. For invert-
ible functions, reuse requires extra computation to ex-
tract the input value. Therefore, using this primitive
requires trading off the cost of retrieving the raw input
data versus applying the invertible function to compute
the input tuple from a cached aggregate.
Oftentimes combinations of projection primitives
can be used to transform a cached aggregate for reuse
by another query. For instance, a dimensional projec-
tion primitive can be followed by a primitive for either
composable reduction operations or inductive aggre-
gation functions to produce a desired aggregate.
5.2 Overlap Functions
Related to the projection of an aggregate is detec-
tion of the overlap between a cached aggregate and
an aggregate required for a given query, with respect
to a projection primitive. There is a one-to-one cor-
respondence between each projection primitive and an
overlap function. In general, the overlap function re-
turns an index between 0 (no overlap) and 1 (full over-
lap). For dimensional projections, the overlap func-
tion computes a normalized value that measures how
much of the desired aggregate can be computed from
that projection. This is accomplished by calculating
the geometric overlap using two bounding boxes – one
for the cached aggregate and one describing the aggre-
gate to be computed. For composable reduction pro-
jections, the overlap function returns thecongruence
level, which is defined as the percentage of overlap be-
tween the aggregation level of a cached aggregate and
the aggregation level to be computed (e.g., an aggre-
gate for days 1 and 2 has a 0.5 overlap with an aggre-
gate for days 1, 2, 3 and 4 from the same year). For
inductive functions, the overlap function computes an
index in terms ofinductive distance. The distance is
normalized based on the inductive step being searched
for (e.g., an image with a resolution of 2Km2 per
pixel has an overlap of 0.5 with the same image at 4Km2 per pixel resolution). Finally, for invertible func-
tions, the overlap function returns whether or not the
function inverse can be computed (either 0 or 1).
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Raw Input Tuples f(1) f(2)=f(1) o  g f(3)=f(2) o  h
Figure 4. Inductive aggregation primitives. f(1), the base case, is computed from the raw input tuples.
f(2) is computed from f(1), and f(3) from f(2). In some cases, the raw input tuples are still necessary,
but aggregates from prior inductive steps are used to speed u p the generation of later inductive
steps.
5.3 Functional Decomposition
In many applications, step 7 in Figure 1 involves rel-
ativelycomplexoperations, which can be implemented
from a set ofprimitive operations. We refer to an op-
eration as primitive if it is an application-specific min-
imal and indivisible part of data processing. An exam-
ple is the processing of satellite data, in which sensor
data is first range-selected and subsampled, correction
algorithms are applied on the data, an aggregation op-
eration is performed, and, finally, a projection is car-
ried out to yield the final query output [25].
A complex function can be defined as a composition
of several primitive operations:O M f1Æf2 : : :Æfn(I),
wheref1; f2; : : : fn are the primitive operations andM is the domain as defined by the query meta-data.
Such an implementation results in a single aggregate
for data reuse, namely the output of the composite
function. However, for each of the primitive functions,
different algorithms can be chosen for a query. For ex-
ample, data correction is one step in query execution in
Kronos, and various researchers prefer different ways
of performing correction on raw sensor data [34, 41].
So a fully composite implementation effectively re-
duces the reusability of an aggregate. In this work,
we examine the implementation of complex operations
as a sequence of primitive operations:T1 M f3(I),T2 M f2(T1), andO M f1(T2), whereT1 andT2 are
additional aggregates. When a complex operation is
decomposed into a sequence of primitive operations,
a query goes through a processing chain in which ag-
gregates generated by a primitive in the chain are used
by the next primitive. In essence, aggregates are ma-
terialized along the processing chain, as opposed to
data elements being consumed, as in aniterator-based
pipelined processing chain [21]. The decomposition
approach has high potential to increase data reuse op-
portunities, but requires more space for caching aggre-
gates than would a pipelined organization.
6 Functional Decomposition and Data Reuse
in Kronos
We now describe a decomposition of the process-
ing structure of Kronos into primitive functions and
show how a data transformation model can be con-
structed. Ideally, the workbench for an environmental
scientist exploring remotely sensed data will contain
many high-level operations that may share several pro-
cessing steps. Our task is to decompose the high-level
operations into primitives and expose the commonali-
ties that exist in the processing chain of the collection
of queries supported by the workbench.
6.1 Functional Decomposition for Kronos
We can classify queries supported by Kronos into
two main types based on the amount of complexity re-
quired for processing them. 1)Low complexity: a 3D
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final result subquery
cached aggregate 1 cached aggregate 2
Figure 5. Dimensional overlap – two cached
aggregates and an automatically generated
subquery are used to generate the query re-
sult.
box specifying the region and time of interest and pos-
sibly an atmospheric correction algorithm and output
resolution. The raw data is retrieved and displayed.
2) High complexity: a 3D box specifying the region,
time, compositing function, atmospheric correction al-
gorithm, cartographic projection, and resolution. The
cartographic projection is applied to data that has been
aggregated, calibrated, and corrected. These two types
of queries can be expressed as a combination of the
following data processing primitives.
Range Selection: Given a uniform 2-dimensional
grid and temporal coordinates, retrieves the relevant
IFOVs from raw AVHRR data (R). The output of this
function is the selected raw data (S).
Atmospheric Correction: Applies an atmospheric
correction algorithm and modifies the relevant part of
the selected raw data tuples (S). This function isanno-
tatedwith a correction algorithm, with choices includ-
ing Rayleigh/Ozone, Water Vapor, or Stratospheric
Aerosol. The output from the atmospheric correction
function is calibrated raw data (C).
Composite Generator: Generate adata product
(D) from the calibrated raw data (C). The product
generation consists of aggregating many IFOVs for
the same spatial region and multiple temporal coor-
dinates, according to a particular aggregation criteria.
The function isannotatedwith the aggregation cri-
teria, which can be either maximum NDVI (normal-
ized difference vegetation index), or maximum sensor
Channel 1 value, or maximum sensor Channel 2 value.
Subsampler: Converts the input data to a user-





Figure 6. Composable overlap – three cached
aggregates and an automatically generated
subquery are composed to generate the
query result.
tion can be performed at different stages in the query
processing chain. In Kronos, a discrete grid is com-
puted based on the pixel resolution, and only pixels
falling within a fixed distance of grid intersections are
processed. Therefore, input to the subsampler primi-
tive can be the raw data (R), the selected raw data (S),
or a data product (D). The output is the subsampled
raw data (SS) or data product (DS).
Cartographic Projection: Applies a mapping
function that converts a uniform 2-dimensional grid
(on the sphere) into a particular cartographic projec-
tion. Like the composite generator function, this func-
tion also is annotated with an algorithm, which can be
selected from an extensive list that includes Universal
Transverse Mercator, Polyconic, Gnomonic, and oth-
ers. Input to this function can be selected raw data
(S), a data product (D), or subsampled data (SS orDS). The output is the projected input (PS, PD, PSS ,
or PDS ).
Figure 8 shows the chain of processing for a query
of low complexity type, and the processing chain for a
high complexity query is displayed in Figure 9.
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f(n+1):final result (high resolution)
automatically generated subquery
f(n): cached aggregate (low resolution)
Figure 7. Inductive aggregation – a high res-
olution image is generated from a low resolu-
tion image and a subquery with the missing
pixels. The black dots in the subquery image
are the ones that are directly reused from the
low resolution image.
6.2 Projection Primitives
The functional decomposition of Kronos queries, as
described in the previous section, permits the deploy-
ment of various projection primitives that can leverage
reuse opportunities during query execution.
The dimensional (spatio-temporal) overlap projec-
tion primitive can be employed on the output of the
Range Selection function to eliminate the data ele-
ments that fall outside the bounding box of a new
query. The dimensional overlap primitive can also be
used on the output of other functions. When a par-
tial overlap is detected, the spatio-temporal range at-
tribute can be repartitioned to automatically dispatch
subqueries that compute the remaining parts of the
new aggregate as seen in Figure 5.
The invertible aggregation primitive can be used
on the output of the Atmospheric Correction func-
tion. The original non-corrected information can be







Figure 8. A low complexity Kronos query
specified as a sequence of low-level function
primitives. This query produces a corrected
and subsampledversion of the raw data for a














Figure 9. A high complexity Kronos query
specified as a sequence of low-level function
primitives. This query produces a data prod-
uct transformed by a cartographic projection
method.
Both the composable reduction operation primitive
and the inductive aggregation primitive can be em-
ployed for the Composite Generator function. For
composable reductions, the aggregation level across
the two aggregates must be congruent. An example
of that can be seen in Figure 6. For inductive aggre-
gations, an aggregate can be used as an initial partial
result for computing a new temporary, with additional
temporal data aggregated from the raw input data. Fig-
ure 7 shows an example of that in Kronos.
The inductive aggregation primitive can be used for
the Subsampler function, to compute a lower resolu-
tion output from a higher resolution aggregate, as well
as a higher resolution aggregate from a lower resolu-
tion aggregate by employing additional input data.
7 System Support
The system support is implemented as an extension
to the multiple query optimization (MQO) middleware
we have been developing. The middleware provides
a C++ class library for application developers to im-
plement queries with user-defined processing opera-
tions. The runtime system consists of several services
and employs a multithreaded execution environment
in order to simultaneously execute multiple queries on
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a cluster of shared-memory multiprocessor machines.
A description in greater detail of the middleware in-
frastructure can be found in [6, 7]. In this section,
we present the operations supported by the caching
service and describe how a functionally decomposed
query is executed.
7.1 Implementing a Query
The primary step in implementing a query consists
of identifying the functional primitives that make up
the query processing structure. In this work, we ex-
pect the application developer to present to the system
a functional description of the query type to be regis-
tered. This assumption is also made by other frame-
works that require the functional decomposition of a
complex computation [3, 12, 31, 32].
The execution chainof a query typeqi is repre-
sented by a directed acyclic graphGi(V; E), referred
to as aquery graph. A vertex represents a function
primitive and an edge corresponds to a data depen-
dency between the two primitives sharing the edge. An
edge is marked with acacheableflag. If this flag is
set, the output of the function primitive at the tail of
the edge is cached by the system. In the context of a
query graph, a projection primitive can be viewed as a
function primitive, hence can be represented by a ver-
tex in the graph. A vertex is referred to as aink, or
output, vertex if it is the one that generates the out-
put data product for the query. Asource, or input,
vertex is the vertex that processes the input data ele-
ments selected by the query. In a topological sort of
the query graph, the sink vertex is at the top level,
whereas source vertices form the bottom level of the
query graph. An example of query decomposition is
shown in Figure 10. In the example, queryqi has two
alternative implementations. The second implementa-
tion qi;2 uses a projection primitive, trying to decrease
execution time by reusing an aggregate.
The middleware framework provides a C++ base
class from which user-defined function primitives can
be derived. The base class has a virtualexecute
method that the application developer implements to
define a primitive operation. This function takes the
data to be processed and its meta-data information,
and produces a data product and meta-data informa-
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Figure 10. Two functionally decomposed
queries qi and qj . qi has two execution strate-
gies qi;1 and qi;2. f6, in query qi;2, is a projec-
tion primitive, taking an aggregate of type T3
and generating a projected aggregate of the
same type. In qi;1, f1 and f3, the leaf nodes,
use raw data as their input.
also provides two additional virtual methods,over-
lap andproject, which must be implemented by
the application developer. The project method imple-
ments the projection primitives that can be performed
on cached aggregates to produce input for the corre-
sponding function primitive. The overlap method must
return the amount of overlap between a cached aggre-
gate and a new query, along with the type of the pro-
jection primitive(s) to be applied.
7.2 Caching Infrastructure
The central system component to exploit reuse op-
portunities is the caching infrastructure, referred to as
theData Store. The Data Store employs a two-tier ar-
chitecture that uses both main memory and secondary
storage. The in-core cache implements on-demand
10
lookup for reusable aggregates, while the persistent
cache in secondary storage makes it possible to main-
tain cached aggregates across different invocations of
the server [4, 7]. In this paper, we focus on in-core
caching of aggregates.
When the server is started up, a fixed amount of
memory is allocated to the in-core cache. A query
thread interacts with the Data Store using aD taS-
toreobject, which provides functionality similar to the
C library malloc function. When a query must allo-
cate space from the Data Store for an aggregate, the
size (in bytes) of the aggregate and the correspond-
ing meta-data information are passed as parameters
to the malloc method of the DataStore object. This
design ensures that all dynamically allocated memory
is accounted for by the Data Store to avoid paging to
disk. The Data Store also provides alookup method.
Lookup is used by the system to determine whether a
query/primitive can be answered entirely or partially
using the aggregates stored in the cache. A hash ta-
ble is used to access meta-data information associated
with each cached aggregate. The hash table is accessed
using the dataset id of the input dataset. Each entry of
the hash table is a linked list of aggregates allocated
for and computed by other queries/primitives. The
lookup method calls theoverlap method for each
query type in the corresponding linked list, and returns
a reference to the object that has the greatest overlap
with the query.
For efficient query planning and execution, there
are four important mechanisms supported by the Data
Store: tagging, pinning/unpinning, status and validity
management. Since caching space is limited, a request
for memory will trigger a replacement decision when
the cache is full [5].Pinningandunpinningare the op-
erations that enable the system to ensure that a given
aggregate will not be discarded or swapped out to sec-
ondary storage while the aggregate is being used in
a computation. Pinned aggregates are not considered
for replacement. The system also keeps track of the
statusof an aggregate, marking it as either still being
computed or as completed. The status is needed be-
cause an aggregate being computed by a query may be
identified asusefulfor another query being executed
simultaneously. A related issue is thevalidity of an
aggregate. During the computation of an aggregate
an error may occur (e.g., because of invalid meta-data
information or resource exhaustion). A validity flag
is used to flag such situations so that queries that are
waiting for the computation of an invalid aggregate are
not blocked forever, nor attempt to use stale results.
7.3 Query Planning and Execution
The runtime system can execute multiple queries si-
multaneously. The level of concurrency is limited by
the number of processors that are available to the sys-
tem. Each query is executed as a separate thread on
a single processor. If a query is described as a se-
quence of primitives, all the primitives are executed
by the same processor. When all of the processors are
busy, a new query received by the system is put into a
waitingqueue.
Query planning and execution is carried out in two
steps. In the first step, a decision is made as to which
query from the waiting queue is selected for execu-
tion. The second step determines the data reuse for
the query and the set of subqueries that should be ex-
ecuted to generate the portions of the query result that
cannot be generated from cached aggregates. In ear-
lier work [9], we developed methods for scheduling
queries in the waiting queue for execution. We de-
scribe here the second step to determine reuse for func-
tionally decomposed queries.
For a given query, the query graph,Gi(V; E), is
traversed in a breadth-first, top-down fashion, starting
from the sink vertex. Algorithm 1 is executed at each
level of the graph. First, the data cache is searched for
aggregates that overlap the query meta-data (step 1). If
there is complete overlap (step 2), the output is com-
puted from the cached aggregate by applying the ap-
propriate projection primitive(s) (step 3). If cached
aggregates can partially answer the query, function
primitives at the next level of the graph are instanti-
ated (step 14). TheinstantiateAndRunPrimi-
tives function recursively executes Algorithm 1 at
the next level. We note that input to a primitive can
be the input dataset or the output of a primitive in
the lower levels of the query graph. Therefore, when
the instantiateAndRunPrimitives function
returns, the input for the function primitives at the cur-
rent level of the graph will be available.
As an example, considerqi;1 in Figure 10. When a
query of typeqi;1 is received, the runtime system starts
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the execution of the query at the top level (i.e.,f5)
and searches the data cache for aggregates that have
been created byf5 and can be reused. If only partial
or no overlap is found,f5 is instantiated to compute
the parts of the query that cannot be answered from
the cache. At that point, Algorithm 1 is executed forf5. The cache is searched for aggregates of typeT3
(created byf2) andT4 (created byf4). If there are ag-
gregates that overlap the query, appropriate projection
primitives are executed to create part of the input for
functionf5. Functionsf2 andf4 are instantiated and
Algorithm 1 is recursively executed for those nodes in
the graph.
Algorithm 1 bool Primitive::run(QueryMI q,
ExecutionChain ec, integer level)
Require: q the Query meta-data,e the query graph,
and thelevel currently under execution
1: // find the cached aggregates that entirely or partially overlap with
the query
2: stat lookup(ovlps)




7: // if partial overlap, perform projection
8: if stat= PARTIAL OVERLAP then
9: project(ovlps)
10: // check if we are at the last level of the graph
11: if level 6= LEAF LEVEL then
12: // generate and run primitives at (level+1) to compute the parts
13: // of the query that cannot be answered by cached items
14: instantiateAndRunPrimitives(q,ec,level+1)




In our experimental evaluation we use both repre-
sentative single queries in the context of Kronos and
batches of multiple queries generated from a synthetic
workload. In Section 8.1 we present the synthetic
workload model used to generate multiple queries.
The experiments with single queries aim to quantify
overheads and performance benefits of the system pre-
sented in this paper compared to the original Kronos
system, which is tailored for single query evaluations.
We present five collections of experiments: (1) a
performance study of the benefits of functional de-
composition, (2) an evaluation of the performance im-
provements obtained by employing all combinations
of projection primitives when a medium-sized collec-
tion of queries is evaluated, (3) an analysis of how each
projection primitive behaves when overlaps of differ-
ent types are observed, (4) an analysis of the over-
heads our system introduces when a single represen-
tative query is evaluated, and (5) an analysis of par-
allel execution in which multiple clients concurrently
generate queries to be executed. Section 8.2 describes
these experimental results. The experiments were run
on a 24-processor SunFire 6800 Solaris 2.8 machine
with 24GB of main memory. A dataset consisting of
one month (January/1992) of AVHRR data was used,
totaling about 30GB.
8.1 A Synthetic Workload Model
In order to evaluate the benefits of partitioning an
application into primitives and to quantitatively mea-
sure the performance improvements, we investigate
the system performance using a synthetic workload
model. We employ a variation of the Customer Be-
havior Model Graph (CBMG), which is a technique
utilized, for example, by researchers investigating per-
formance aspects of e-business and website capacity
planning [28]. A CBMG can be characterized by a set
of n states, a set of transitions between states, and by
ann  n matrix, P = [pi;j ℄, of transition probabili-
ties between then states. The static part of the CBMG
model addresses the types of queries supported by the
system, and does not depend on the way a particular
client interacts with the system. The dynamic part of
the model describes the possible ways of transitioning
from one state to another.
A typical query in Kronos employs all the primi-
tives, from getting the raw data in the range-selection
primitive to getting the final data product from the
Composite Generator. The query specifies a geograph-
ical region, a set of temporal coordinates (a continuous
period of days), a resolution level (both vertical and
horizontal), a correction algorithm (from 3 possibili-
ties), and a compositing operator (also from 3 possi-
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Transition Workload 1 Workload 2
New Point-of-Interest 5% 5%
Spatial Movement 40% 10%
New Resolution 15% 10%
Temporal Movement 5% 5%
New Correction 15% 30%
New Compositing 5% 30%
New Compositing Level 15% 10%
Table 1. Transition probabilities for two work-
loads.
bilities). Once a query is executed, the expected tran-
sitions from that query to the next one are given by
one of the following operations:patial movement(up,
down, left, and right),temporal movement, resolution
increaseor decrease, applying a differentcorrection
algorithm, or applying a differentcompositing opera-
tor.
Among the dynamic aspects of a query is the geo-
graphical region and time it refers to. In our model,
some spatio-temporal coordinates are deemed as hot
spots. This assumption is grounded in the real way
systems like Kronos are used, i.e., specific regions are
more important than others for either political or scien-
tific reasons. For example, a state department of agri-
culture is much more likely to run queries regarding
its own state than others, or in crop yield prediction
studies, the time immediately before the corn harvest-
ing period is of special interest. Thus, one input to the
workload model is a set ofhot spatio-temporal coor-
dinates where most queries are expected to occur. A
fixed probability of selection is assigned to each hot
spot. Another part of the model describing how the
query server is used relates to the GUI application used
to generate queries. The model assumes that queries
will be displayed in windows with a set of fixed reso-
lutions (e.g.,512  512 pixels) chosen on a per client
basis. Each resolution has equal probability of being
selected. For the correction algorithms and composit-
ing operator, each algorithm is assumed to have an
equal probability of being picked. The time period to
composite over is chosen from four possibilities (1, 2,
4 and 7 days) with equal probability. Within the de-
scribed framework, the transitions in the CBMG are
modeled with several operations:
New Point-of-Interest: randomly selects another
hot spot as its central coordinate and adds spatial noise
(to avoid the central point being the exact the hot spot
coordinate). Also randomly pick the correction algo-
rithm, compositing operator, and length of composit-
ing (in number of days). There are five hot spots:
Southern California (January 3, 1992), the Amazon
Forest (January 5, 1992), the Sahara Desert (January
7, 1992), the state of Maryland (January 20, 1992),
and the Iberian Peninsula (January 15, 1992).
Spatial Movement: changes the spatial coordinates
in such a way that a half-screen vertical or horizon-
tal scroll is obtained. The direction of the movement
is selected with uniform probability. All other query
variables remain the same as in the previous state.
New Resolution: changes the spatial resolution,
zooming in or out. There are five pre-defined reso-
lutions: 16, 64, 144, 576, or 1296Km2 per pixel.
The resolution is increased or decreased one level with
equal probability.
Temporal Movement: moves to a point in the past
or in the future (in terms of number of weeks). There
are four equally probable options options: 1 or 2 weeks
in the past, and 1 and 2 weeks in the future.
New Correction: changes the correction algorithm
and leaves all other query variables the same. The new
algorithm is picked with uniform probability from the
three available.
New Compositing: changes the compositing oper-
ator and leaves all other query variables the same. The
new operator is picked with uniform probability from
the three available.
New Compositing Level: changes the composit-
ing level (more or fewer days) and leaves all other
query variables the same. The period of composition
is increased/decreased in both directions, i.e., the ini-
tial and final day. The size of the increase/decrease is
picked with uniform probability from 4 possible ones
(1, 2, 4, or 7 days).
For a given client, the initial state – empty – must
use theNew Point-of-Interestransition to get started.
During startup, the window size is also pre-selected
and kept fixed across the client session. From that
point forward, each transition has its own fixed prob-
ability of being selected. The number of queries to be
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generated per client is fixed, and that number is also
an input variable to the model. For the experiments in
the next section, we have used the transition matrix in
Table 1.Workload 1was used for all the experiments
andworkload 2was used specifically to help analyze
the performance impact of functional decomposition.
8.2 Experiments
Evaluation of Functional Decomposition.
Exposing reuse sites through functional decomposi-
tion increases the likelihood that a query will be par-
tially or completely computed from cached aggregates.
The benefits of this technique are dependent on the
workload the system is processing. In order to eval-
uate functional decomposition, we have collected ex-
perimental results for a single configuration: 16 clients
generating 4 queries each2, submitting them to the
server running with a fixed cache size of 1GB and with
two query threads3. Two different workloads were em-
ployed: workload 1 and workload 2, with transition
probabilities as presented in Table 1. Workload 1 has
the bulk of its transitions driven by spatial movement,
which means that a great deal of reuse across queries
can occur at the compositing level (making caching at
that level alone potentially beneficial). On the other
hand, workload 2 has most of its transitions changing
the compositing and atmospheric correction methods,
which requires reaggregating the data at the composit-
ing level (making caching at that level not especially
beneficial). Of particular interest in Figures 11 (a) and
(b) is that caching at all levels improves performance
much more than configurations in which only a single
caching point was exposed. For the two workloads,
caching at all levels achieves about a 30% decrease
in average query execution time compared to Kronos.
For workload 2, we see that caching only at the last
primitive in the processing chain is not helpful, be-
cause very little reuse can occur at that level.
Evaluation of Combinations of Projection
Primitives. For this experiment, we employed a
workload generated according to the synthetic work-
load model described in Section 8.1, consisting of 32
2A client waits for a query to be answered before it submits its
next query
3Since Kronos can only process one query at a time, to model
Kronos processing two queries simultaneously we wrote a wrapper
that spawns up to two separate Kronos processes on demand.
queries. In addition to testing all sixteen combina-
tions of projection primitives, we also measured the
performance of the original Kronos code. For a fair
comparison, only a single query was executed at any
given point in time for the active caching system (i.e.
there was only a single query thread). The results
in Figure 12 show that employing projection primi-
tives is a main contributor to increasing overall system
throughput. In the figure, DIM stands for Dimensional
Overlap, INV for Invertible Aggregation, COMP for
Composable Aggregation, and IND for Inductive Ag-
gregation. We should note that DIM and IND can
be employed for the output of all function primitives,
whereas COMP is suitable for the output of Composite
Generator and INV for that of Atmospheric Correction
(Figure 9). In the experiments, we also have observed
that the performance increases provided by employ-
ing each projection function in isolation are much less
than those obtained by combining multiple projection
functions. As is seen in Figure 12, combining func-
tions enables greater reuse by making possible the use
of other transformation functions.
An interesting result from Figure 12 is that having
all the optimizations turned on is not necessarily the
best strategy, although it does produce an almost 50%
drop in batch execution time compared to the original
Kronos code. The configuration DIM-COMP-IND (all
but Invertible Aggregation primitives are turned on)
yields the overall best performance by a small margin.
We attribute this result to the fact that Algorithm 1,
which is responsible for detecting and reusing cached
results, employs a top-down, greedy strategy that as-
sumes that the higher an aggregate is in the execution
chain (i.e. closer to a sink), the moreprofitableit is to
have the aggregate employed for reuse. On the other
hand, in Kronos the only situation in which the invert-
ible aggregation function is employed is in the cor-
rection primitive. That primitive allows the runtime
system to turn thecorrectedvalues back into the orig-
inal input values, so that another correction method
can be applied. In this scenario, if the input data is
in the cache (from therange-selectionprimitive), the
strategy in Algorithm 1 is definitely more expensive
than simply using the input data and applying the new
correction method directly. Hence, this experiment
shows that a cost model for evaluating the query plan
is needed in order to assign weights to each possible
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Figure 11. The effects of functional decomposition for (a) W orkload 1 and (b) Workload 2. Average
time per query is shown for 1) the original Kronos code, 2) for caching at all levels, 3) caching only at
range-selection, 4) caching only at correction, and 5) cach ing only at the last stage of the execution
chain – compositing.















































































































































































Figure 12. Combinations of projection functions for a batch of 32 queries. The horizontal axis
shows the configuration of projection functions, stating th e ones that are turned on. DIM stands for
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Figure 13. Improvements for Dimensional
Overlap.
optimization path. We also observe that dimensional
overlap is responsible for the greatest improvement in
batch execution time for the experimental workload.
This is not a completely general claim, though, since
in the synthetic workload model 40% of the transitions
between queries were set to be spatio-temporal move-
ments. Therefore, when a larger portion of the clients’
requests require other correction or compositing meth-
ods, the other types of overlap will have a larger role
in decreasing overall batch execution time.
Evaluation of Performance Improvement by
Individual Projection Primitives. To understand
how much each projection primitive contributes to de-
creasing query execution time, we evaluated the sys-
tem using queries specifically tailored to benefit from
data reuse opportunities provided by a single projec-
tion primitive. In each of the configurations, the base-
line (100%) case is the execution of a given query
completely from raw input dataversuscomputing it
with various amounts of overlap with a previously
cached aggregate.
For spatio-temporal overlaps, we studied how query
execution time is affected when the system identifies a
cached aggregate that can be used to partially or fully
answer the query. The test query produces a 7-day
composite for the continental United States that re-
quires retrieving 258.5 MB of input data. As is seen in
Figure 13, we tried executing the query when the cache
was empty and when aggregates that covered from one
sixteenth up to half of the final query result were avail-
able in cache.
In order to see how effective detecting inductive ag-
gregation overlaps is, we used a query with the same
Inductive Aggregation Overlap
Amount of Inductive Function Overlap




























Figure 14. Improvements from Inductive Ag-
gregation Overlap. The chart shows in per-
cent how much time is needed to compute
the query result assuming the availability of
an aggregate whose resolution level is some
multiple of the new query resolution.
attributes as the query for the spatio-temporal overlaps
experiment. However, we changed its resolution to
144Km2 per pixel. Each new query was answered by
reusing the cached result generated by this query. The
performance improvements are shown in Figure 14.
Queries with resolution ratios of 16, 4, and 1, respec-
tively, have an almost instantaneous response, since
the cached composite only needs to be subsampled
to yield the new query result. As the resolution ratio
goes to 1/4 and 1/16, the improvement is less dramatic
because a subquery needs to be generated and run to
compute missing pixels, but some benefit from reuse
is still seen.
For analyzing composable aggregation overlap, we
employed a continental U.S. query, but one that gener-
ates an 8-day composite. We measured how long the
query takes to execute, assuming the cache contains
either a partial match that is a 1-day, 2-day, or 4-day
composite, with the rest of the query answered from
input data. The results can be seen in Figure 15.
For Kronos, the only primitive that allows for in-
vertible aggregation reuse is correction. To evaluate
its benefits, we show the performance improvements
from inverting a result to produce the original input
data (as opposed to retrieving the input data again),
and then transforming the inverted values by apply-
ing a new correction method. Figure 16 shows the
16
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Figure 15. Improvements from Composable
Reduction Overlap. The chart shows in per-
cent how much time is needed to compute
the query result assuming the availability of
an aggregate with an aggregation level that
evenly divides into the new query aggrega-
tion level.
benefits obtained, given that a 7-day composite for
the continental U.S. is available that used one cor-
rection method, and then a query requiring the same
composite but using a different correction method is
submitted. We observe improvements between 60%
and 75%. This result confirms that the computation
to apply a new correction method can be considerably
less expensive than retrieving the input data from disk
again.
Evaluation of System Overhead in Single-
Query Scenarios. Using the active caching system
to detect and explore reuse comes at a price. Sin-
gle query evaluations may become more expensive to
compute than in a monolithic system. Using threetyp-
ical queries, we evaluate the extra costs imposed by
our middleware as compared to the original Kronos
code. The three queries are classified ascontinental,
regional, and local, differing in the amount of data
that needs to be retrieved, aggregated, and output. The
continental query produces a 7-day aggregate using a
particular correction/compositing combination for the
continental U.S. with a 144Km2 per pixel resolution,
the regional query generates the same aggregate with a
36Km2 per pixel resolution for the mid-eastern U.S.
(a box encompassing (Kentucky, Tennessee, West Vir-
ginia, Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, North Carolina,
Invertible Aggregation Overlap
Original Correction to Final Correction




























Figure 16. Improvements from Invertible
Function Overlap. The chart shows in per-
cent how much time is needed to compute the
query result with a given correction method,
given that the result is already available from
another correction method. R, W, and S corre-
spond, respectively, to Rayleigh/Ozone, Wa-
ter Vapor, and Stratospheric Aerosol correc-
tion methods.
South Carolina, and the District of Columbia), and the
local query produces the same aggregate with a 9Km2
per pixel resolution for the region surrounding Chesa-
peake Bay. As Table 2 shows, the overhead introduced
by the middleware (designated by MQO in the table)
can be significant for small queries, however, for larger
ones it is usually below 20%. This overhead is a by-
product of buffer copies and bookkeeping tasks the
middleware needs to perform to reuse aggregates for
executing multiple query workloads.
Multithreading Improvements. Our middle-
ware is designed to service multiple query work-
loads, because it optimizes query execution from ac-
tive caching, and also because it supports simultaneous
execution of multiple queries. In this experiment, we
evaluate the system with respect to its multithreaded
support. We employed 16 clients, each submitting an
8-query workload assembled using the previously de-
scribed synthetic workload model. The cache space
was fixed at 1GB. The results in Figure 17 show that
the new system outperforms the original Kronos ap-
plication by a factor of 5.6 when up to 16 queries are
executed at the same time. In this configuration, the














Continental (US) 258.5 81.99 91.64
Regional (Mid-eastern US) 89.7 22.19 26.35
Local (Chesapeake Bay) 74.4 3.85 5.40
Table 2. Single-query overhead.
Multiple Simultaneous Queries
Number of Threads
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Figure 17. Multithreaded execution. Query
execution time is measured from the time a
query gets scheduled for execution until it
completes. The wait time corresponds to the
time a query spends in the waiting queue be-
fore being scheduled for execution.
lower than in the previous experiments since there
are 16 clients acting independently. That is why for
the 1-thread configuration the relative improvement is
smaller than was shown in our first set of experiments
(when only a single client was submitting queries). For
the 4-thread configuration execution time increases
sharply compared to the 1-thread case, showing that
I/O has become a bottleneck since the application is
data intensive, even though adequate computational
power is available (the machine has 24 processors).
The I/O bottleneck is the reason why a sublinear de-
crease in execution time is seen as more simultaneous
queries are allowed to be executed.
Cache Space Improvements. The active
Cache Space
Cache Space
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Figure 18. Increasing the space for storing
cached aggregates improves the chances of
detecting overlaps, lowering average query
execution time.
caching system becomes more effective in exploiting
reuse as the amount of space allocated for caching in-
creases . In this last experiment, we show the system
behavior as we increase the amount of cache space
for a workload generated by 16 clients submitting 4
queries each. We kept the number of simultaneously
evaluated queries fixed at 2, and varied the cache size
from 256MB up to 1GB, as seen in Figure 18. A 30%
drop in average query execution time is observed when
the cache size is increased from 256MB up to 1GB.
9 Conclusions
Functional decomposition and automatic data reuse
strategies are the central contributions of this work.
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Functional decomposition enables data reuse, since
decomposing the application improves the odds that
a particular optimization can be employed. We have
shown that these techniques can improve the perfor-
mance of data analysis applications that perform range
queries, when multiple query batches are executed.
Our results also show the extra software infrastruc-
ture required by the runtime system to optimize multi-
ple query workloads only lightly impacts system per-
formance for single query evaluation. More impor-
tantly, the performance improvements obtained for
multi-query batches largely outweigh those overheads.
An important result of this work is that, although
multiple overlap/project strategies can be employed,
the relative benefits for using each strategy individu-
ally is highly dependent on the types of commonali-
ties (data access patterns and computations to be per-
formed) present in the workload. Moreover, providing
a cost model to analyze potential optimization paths is
an area of future research that can ensure that the best
set of strategies is employed when considering all the
possible data transformations and a given set of avail-
able cached aggregates. We plan to explore this topic
in more details in future work.
Although not the central point of this work, the
Kronos application showed the characteristics of an
I/O bound application, especially under heavier work-
loads. Our middleware system is able to employ clus-
ters of machines, as well as more decentralized Grid
configurations, which can be utilized to improve sys-
tem throughput under such circumstances, by aggre-
gating the I/O bandwidth available across multiple
nodes. We plan to undertake an experimental inves-
tigation of these complex scenarios in the near future.
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